
 

OzNatureShop is an online shop for unique health products which offer a variety of 

benefits. Oznatureshop’s parent company Newstart Health Supplies is mainly into 

scientifically researched lifestyle change program. The products sold on 

OzNatureshop are very popular, therefore the online business has a very wide 

customer base across Australia. They offer products under various categories and 

apart from the online store they also have many retail stores across the region.  

 

The Challenge – Why did we do it? 

Oznatureshop wished to add ecommerce to their existing online store by including a 

simple cart and checkout process. Their existing website was built in Umbraco; therefore 

the ecommerce implementation had to be in line with it. They also wanted a payment 

gateway integrated into the checkout process which would accept credit cards but at the 

same time had to very secure.  

Apart from the above functionality they also wanted to incorporate other functionality to 

make their website SEO friendly as well as introduce ways to have repeat customers by 

having a promotions and newsletter module. 
 

Our Solution – What did we do? 

Technousa looked at various options for ecommerce and then zeroed on the most popular ecommerce platform for 

Umbraco which is uCommerce. The various development tasks which were undertaken under adding of the ecommerce 

and other functionality are mentioned as below: 

 Integrating uCommerce with the existing products catalog in Umbraco and adding the ability to search through 

the products. 

 Improved the product display and browsing by skinning them to have a better layout and navigation. 

 Implemented a simple process for adding products to cart, calculating the sub-totals / totals and the ability to 

checkout with multiple addresses. 

 Incorporated e-Path as the payment gateway which is the safest for online credit card payments in Australia. 

 Updated the main navigation in the website header and also added the cart widget to the same. 

 Developed custom controls in Umbraco for home page carousal and featured products to show the most 

popular products on home page. The featured products list can be easily updated from Umbraco. 

 Did re-skinning of other pages like product detail page, category page, etc to improve the overall design as well 

as implemented functionality like SEO friendly URLs, breadcrumbs, etc. 

 Also implemented the newsletter module along with showing the products of interest to customers as per their 

purchase history. 

  
 





Our Process – How did we do it? 

 

The Results and the Benefits 

 

OzNatureShop has a very appealing product catalog and the featured product widget on 

home page has resulted in a great increase in their customer base. The ability to add 

products to cart and easy and secure checkout using credit card has resulted in high 

sales for the OzNatureshop since the ecommerce functionality went live. 

Apart from this other features and good SEO ranking has also helped them to get many 

new features as well retain their old customers by showing them the relevant 

promotions and their products of interest. 



Contact Us 

 

To know how we can do more for your business, contact us at any of the following: 

 

Company Address 
317,417 Pearl’s Corporate, W Mall, Mangalam Place,  
Sector-3, Rohini, 
New Delhi – 110085. 

 Phone 

India: +91 011 47097432 
            +91 011 47016226 

USA : 001 (716-941-7348) 

UK and Europe: +44-020-3002-7885 

 Email sales@technousa.com 

 

 


